
 

General potentials
tetas consider a periodicpotential Ux with

periodicity a such that UCM UCxta

Any function invariant under a Translation

Gwen by t ua.tvajt.az can be written
In terms of a Fourier series
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The values UG decrease rapidly as 14141
For a bare Coulomb potential 0g decreases
as 1 4
As we want the potential to be real valued
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for convenience me assume that O and
that UMI is symmetric around veo

The Schrádinger Eg in this case becomes
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The WE can also be written as a Fourier
series

441 µ Kx
K the allowed values
of the name vector
obtained the PBCmethod



That means that k 2 vez

n can be positive and negative
L is the lenght of the crystal

we cannot assume and in general it is not true
that UCM has the periodicity of the UCM
It has its own periodic properties dictated
by Bloch theorem
we can Label the lof UCM which contains
the manector k as 4k but we could also
Label it 4km because y k enters the Fourier
series so does HG

To solve Schrodinger Eg me replace our WF
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me need the 3 0 for each K
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The is known as the Central equation
The problem here is to find the coefficients en
Once no determine Ck the WE becomes
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which can be rearranged
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Because Una vs a Fourier series over the

reciprocal space it is invariant under a
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crystal lattice translation T when means
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we can verify
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a Un GT by construction 5 7 27
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This is an alternative and also exact proof
Of Bloch theorem

Solution to the central equation
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This is a set of equations correctedthrough
the coefficients Cag It is a set because
there are as many equations as there are

coefficients

Let there be g the shortest value that Gs
can take Let's assume that me hare a

potential
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Let's also assume that leg Ug U
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Although the coefficients ave infurte each

of them is only connected to two other
coefficients me can write a matrix with the

coefficients
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The equation that me hace is ME O

The solution to this System is obtained when
de1441 0 This yields a set of Ena are the

eigenvalues of the matrix where n labels the

energies and K labels the coefficients Ck


